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Microsoft Surface Ergonomic Keyboard

In the past, ergonomic keyboards have sacrificed beauty to keep your hands and wrists
comfortable. Not anymore. This keyboard was designed to be a place that invites you
to rest your hands, protect your wrists and have the best typing experience with your
Surface device.

Microsoft Surface Ergonomic Keyboard’s double-cushioned palm rest uses a unique,

ultradurable version of Alcantara, a proprietary material sourced in Italy that’s used in
luxury products. Alcantara grows richer and darker over time, making this a keyboard
that ages beautifully.

The subtle changes to the keytop geometry, split space bar and naturally arched shape
protect you from hand and wrist strain. We took into consideration every detail of

pressing your fingers into this keyboard. For example, this keyboard uses the same

precise key switch technology as our type covers, but with an extended 2.5mm key
travel so the keys sit higher up.

The new Microsoft Surface Ergonomic Keyboard brings together the best of form and
function, without compromise, and matches the understated elegance of our Surface
products.

Specifications
Connection

Product

dimensions

Operating
systems

Wireless range

Bluetooth® Low Energy-compatible
4.0 / 4.1

18.11 x 9.02 x 1.36 inches
2.23 pounds including 2
batteries 1

Works with Bluetooth® Smart
Ready Device with Human
Interface Device support

Up to 32 feet (10 meters)

Battery type

2 AAA alkaline batteries (included)

Battery life

Up to 12 months

Warranty

One-year limited hardware

and quantity

warranty 2

Microsoft Surface Keyboard

Design is in the details, and we pored over every one of them for the Surface Keyboard.
Its soft gray finish is the perfect complement to your Surface and Surface Mouse, and
the finishing touch to a well-thought-out desk space. You’ll love the solid feel of it

under your fingers as you work. It pairs seamlessly with your Surface through Bluetooth
Smart, and the battery will power you for a full year.

Thoughtfully engineered travel, height, pitch and spacing help improve your typing

speed and accuracy. Optimized feedback and return force prevent accidental presses
and allow for smooth, consistent action.
Specifications

Bluetooth® 4.0 / 4.1

Product dimensions

16.57 x 4.43 x .76 inches

Connection

14.79 ounces including 2

batteries1
Operating systems

Windows 10 / 8.1 / 8 /
Windows RT

Windows 10 phone

Mac OS X 10.10.5 / 10.11.1 /
10.11.4

Android 4.4.2-5.0
Wireless range

Typically 50 feet (15 meters) in open
air, up to 23 feet (7 meters) in office
environment

Battery type and

2 AAA alkaline batteries (included)

Battery life

Up to 12 months

quantity

Key Travel
Warranty

Full-size, integrated backlit keyboard
with 2mm key travel

One-year limited hardware warranty2

Microsoft Surface Mouse

Sculpted for your hand and designed for an elegantly simple work space, the Microsoft
Surface Mouse is the perfect partner to your docked device and Surface Keyboard. It is
designed to match the meticulous design and exceptional performance of your

Surface. The metal scroll wheel feels solid under your finger and the shape of the body
fits perfectly in your hand.
Specifications
Connection

Bluetooth® 4.0 / 4.1

Product dimensions

4.53 x 2.52 x 1.32 inches

Operating systems3

Windows 10 / 8.1 / 8 /

3.21 ounces including 2 batteries1
Windows 10 phone

Mac OS X 10.10.5 / 10.11.1 / 10.11.4
Android 4.4.2-5.0
Wireless range

Typically 50 feet (15 meters) in open
air, up to 23 feet (7 meters) in office
environment

Battery type and

2 AAA alkaline batteries (included)

Battery life

Up to 12 months

Warranty

One-year limited hardware warranty2

quantity

Battery weight may vary.
In the U.S.; warranty terms vary by market.
3
Device must support Bluetooth 4.0 or higher. Microsoft.com/hardware/compatibility
1
2
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